[0-9a-z]
[!-9a-z]
[0-9]

A first in the more common word switching at the end of this sentence.

? (period) matches any single character (by default)

[0-9][0-9]*
[0-9a-z][0-9a-z]*

R+ = R R*

precedence of operators:

Lighter: [ ] ( )

[O] numbers: + (optional)

, +, ?

[O] parenthesis: ) (optional)

&

R(x, y) is a mapping:

R(x, y) x y

identifier:

[A-Za-z][A-Za-z0-9]*

Match: "[ ]" "[ ]"

flex compiles an input script into C code that defines matching parts of the input stream.

Lex program:

preprocessor: C code

C code

utilization

flex code

A rule like this

regexp action

grep action C code

[blank]
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